GAWP Gurus

Life Member and Retirees Task Force
Who are the Gurus?

- GAWP Life & Honorary Members
- Any member with 25+ years of membership
Why do we have a Guru Committee?

- Increase involvement from Life and Retired Members of GAWP

- Share industry knowledge with younger professionals, in particular the Young Professionals Committee

- Provide opportunities for reconnection and remaining engaged in the industry
What do the Gurus do?

• Thanks to their many years of experience in the industry, they help to plan events and get tours organized at places that wouldn’t normally offer them.

• Currently working to update our “History of Water in Georgia” website.

• Helping to comb through our collection of historical documents/photos/etc. to determine what is worth keeping/preserving.
Things we do for our Gurus

• Guru “Porch” at our conferences

• Yearly “Guru Gathering” – a catered lunch gathering for Gurus (and spouses) to socialize (average attendance ~55)

• Starting in 2017, offering 2-3 “field trips” per year as additional learning opportunities
Guru Porch at GAWP Conferences
Guru Field Trips 2017

• Bellwood Quarry Tunneling Project

• Johns Creek Environmental Campus

• Buford Dam
Annual Guru Gathering
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